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The mapping tool ccmapper 
(concept context mapper) 



Presentation overview 

•  Guidelines in ISO 25964-2 on computer assisted 
matching 

•  Overall goals for ccmapper 
•  System architecture 
•  Finding candidate mappings 
•  Interaction design demo 
 



Guidelines in ISO 25964-2 on 
computer assisted matching 
•  Candidate mappings should be reviewed by 

an expert 
–  In ranked order 
–  View of full context for concepts  

•  Source vocabulary 
•  Target vocabulary 

–  Support in selecting the appropriate type of 
mapping 

 



Notes for previous slide 
In ch 14 “Techniques for identifying candidate mappings” 
the standard doesn’t specifically recommend computer assisted matching 
As it says that  
“Traditionally the identification of mappings is an intellectual process.” (on p 38) 
 
On the other hand it provides guidelines in ch 14.2 “Computer assisted direct matching“ (p 40) 
“It is sometimes possible to automate the process, at least in part, using a matching algorithm.” 
 
Citations from ISO 25964-2 ch 14.2, p 40: 
The candidate mappings identified by the matching processes described should be assembled for review by an 
expert. 
 
For each concept in the source vocabulary, the expert should be able to view the complete record (including 
scope note, broader and narrower terms). 
 
The viewing interface should make it easy to check the complete context of each concept identified in the target 
vocabulary. 
 
It should also support the expert in selecting the appropriate type of mapping for the candidate(s) he approves. 
 
Only after an expert has reviewed them should any of the candidate mappings be approved and established. 
 





Notes for previous slide 
Our interpretation of the ISO guidelines. 
 
Concept context mapper (Ccmapper) will support mapping in two main ways: 
-  By suggesting the most relevant candidate mappings for a given concept 
-  By providing a good overview of the contexts associated with concepts in both the source and target 

vocabularies 
 
We have chosen the user interface metaphor Dashboard when developing the tool. 
The user interface will have to integrate information from several systems: 
-  Webdewey 
-  The Humord thesaurus 
-  Catalog data 
-  The UiO Library Subject Index to Dewey 

 
We think good interaction design will be an important success factor. 



Overall goals for ccmapper 

•  System integration 
–  One dashboard, not four separate systems  

•  Time saving for the mapping expert 
•  Consistency between mappers 
•  Linked Data 

–  System integration 
–  Share information 

•  Universal applicability 
–  (with DDC as target vocabulary) 





Finding a mapping algorithm (1) 

Source 
•  Preferred term 

–  String equality 
–  Meaning 
 

Target 
•  Heading (caption) 



Notes for previous slide 
String comparison of preferred terms seems to be the most common strategy. 
- Edit distance can give measure of string equality. 
 
Common challenges: 
- Synonyms (different terms used to name the same entity) 
- homonyms (same terms used for different entities). 
 
Basic string Normalisation: 
- Case normalisation 
- Diacritics suppression 
 
- “Words do not have meanings; people have meanings for words” The linguist Nelson Francis (1967) 
- Context give meaning to words. 
Both statements are true. 
 
ISO 25964-2 (p 32) 
Mappings to or from a class or category in a monohierarchical scheme should treat the class/category as a pre-
coordinated concept whose meaning can be established by inspecting all its superordinate and subordinate 
classes as well as any scope notes associated with it.  
Inspection of the caption alone is inadequate. 
 
We’re mapping concepts, not terms. 
Context is important. 



Finding a mapping algorithm (2) 

Source 
•  Preferred term 
•  Context 

–  Non-preferred terms? 
–  Parent concepts? 
–  Definition? 
–  Statistical mapping 

(analysis of bibliographic 
records)? 

 

Target 
•  Class number 
•  Heading (caption) 
•  Context 

–  Relative index terms? 
–  Notes? 
–  Parent classes 

•  Heading 
•  Notes? 
•  Relative index terms? 

–  UiO library subject index to 
Dewey 



Notes for previous slide 
Mappings to or from a class or category in a monohierarchical scheme should treat the class/category as a pre-
coordinated concept whose meaning can be established by inspecting all its superordinate and subordinate 
classes as well as any scope notes associated with it.  
Inspection of the caption alone is inadequate. 
(ISO 25964-2 p 32) 
 
Equality between two “Bag of words”. 
Each context can be seen as a separate component in deciding concept equivalence and should be individually 
weighted. 
 
Our approach is the “Vector space model”, used in most modern web search engines. 
 
The method will also be able to integrate statistically based mapping. 



Statistical co-occurrence mapping 

•  A subject heading and a DDC number 
occurring on the same bibliographic records 
form a pair 

•  If the pair occurs relatively frequently 
compared to how often the subject heading 
and the DDC number themselves occur, we 
might suggest a mapping candidate. 
–  (In practice we might use some statistical 

measure such as the association ratio or the log-
likelihood ratio to find the association) 



Vector space model and search 

•  Synthetic documents 
–  Synthesize a text document representing every concept in source 

vocabulary 
•  Concept = term and context 
•  All components weighted individually 

–  Synthesize a text document representing every concept in target 
vocabulary 

•  Concept = term and context 
•  All components weighted individually 

•  Linguistic normalization 



Notes for previous slide 
Standard search technology: 
-  Documents and queries as vectors:  

http://nlp.stanford.edu/IR-book/html/htmledition/queries-as-vectors-1.html 
-  Tf-idf weighting:  

http://nlp.stanford.edu/IR-book/html/htmledition/tf-idf-weighting-1.html 
 
In combination with Linguistic normalization (morphological normalization of terms): 
- Elimination of stop words 
- Lemmatization 
- Compound splitting (splitting of compound words 
 
The article Monolingual document retrieval for European languages (Hollink, Kamps, Monz, & De Rijke, 2004) 
shows that compound splitting for Swedish increases mean average precision by 25 % compared to standard 
lemmatization. We are, however, unsure as to whether compound splitting can be achieved in this project. 
 
We must use a flexible approach: 
The method must handle mapping a concept with only one preferred term and no more context (science terms) 
The method must handle concepts with a wide variety of contexts: 
- Non-preferred terms 
- Hierarchical context (parent concepts and child concepts) 
- Definition 
- Notes 
 
We should be able to combine the method with statistical based mapping 
 



Ccmapper interaction design demo 

Following	  images	  replaces	  demo.	  










